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Flux Parameterization Issues (Fairall el al. 2005)
• Representation in GCM
• Most observations are point time averages
• Concept of gustiness sufficient?  
• Mesoscale variable?  Precip, convective mass flux, …
• Strong winds
• General question of turbulent fluxes, flow separation, wave momentum 
input
• Sea spray influence
• Waves
• Stress vector vs wind vector (2-D wave spectrum)
• zo vs wave age & wave height
• Breaking waves
• Gas and particle fluxes
• Distribution of stress and TKE in ocean mixed layer 
• Gas fluxes
• Bubbles
• Surfactants (physical vs chemical effects)




Two  parameters:  ra ~ aerodynamic resistance




The surface resistance  rb depends on 
• Roughness length:  z0
• Roughness Reynolds number:  Re = u*z0/v
• Schmidt number:   Sc = v/Di













• Waves  → z0 → CD→ ra
• Waves  → z0 → (Re, Sc) → rb





Cp = phase speed at  peek 
frequency
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With Wave Effect (1)
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Monsoon Winds (from QuikScat Data)
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• (1)  Waves increase the gas deposit velocity Vd
(up to twice)
• (2) It is important to include a wave model into 
gas transfer model. 
